THE    CROSS    OF    PEACE
refused to run a train * Very well, then, it was necessary to
run them with French drivers That sounded easy to dis-
tinguished gentlemen from Pans, conferring with high
officials at Headquarters or dining very comfortably in the
Kaiserhof at Essen It was not at all easy to anxious experts,
standing in the middle of this spider's web of steel and wonder
mg what would happen to a French troop train which was on
its wav from Dusseldorf
Unpleasant things happened Trains were derailed and
French soldiers had their legs and arms broken There were
collisions \vhere lines crossed, and signal-boxes had failed to
function French infantry began to show extreme reluctance
to railway transport Their officers shared their uneasiness
The \vord 'sabotage —an ugly word—was heard along the
ranks of men \\aiting to be entrained It put their nerves
more on edge French sentries standing between the tracks
at night in this abomination of desolation, where endless lines
converged, heard sudden explosions in the darkness and fired
in the direction of that noise They strained their eyes and
saw, or thought they saw, dark figures crawling between the
trades They fired again French officers sent out patrols
into this No-Man s Land, and discovered that points had been
smashed and signal wires cut Presently came the shriek of
an engine and a long truck-tram loaded with coal rushed past
them in the darkness It was one of those pirate trains taking
coal to unoccupied Germany It was futile to follow it with
bursts of machine gun fire
French nerves were on edge Sinister things were happen-
ing among five million civilians cut off from the rest of Ger*
tnany, underfed, resentful of the presence of French troops
Haggard men were inciting them to revolt and violence,
It was a breeding-place of Communism, no more favourable
to German industrialists than to their French masters Shops
itfere smashed and looted by starving men Shots were fired
in dark streets, where French patrols found the writhing
body of some poor devil who died as they bent over

